Motor unit action potentials recorded with concentric electrodes: physiologic implications.
Computer simulations of concentric needle electrode recording characteristics assume a hemisphere spatial recording territory for the electrode's core with the cannula shielding electrical activity arising from those muscle fibers located behind the cannula with respect to the electrode's core. It is also believed that the motor unit action potential's (MUAP) duration is generated by the number of muscle fibers within the electrode's hemispherical recording territory. This presumption suggests that rotating the needle will necessarily alter the number of muscle fibers within the hemispherical recording territory and hence lead to an alteration in MUAP duration. Comparisons were performed for different needle orientations with documentation of no statistically significant alteration in MUAP duration. Additionally, referential recording montages with the concentric needle electrode revealed that the electrode's core records MUAPs with durations comparable to those detected by the cannula. These findings strongly suggest that the recording territory of the concentric needle electrode, with respect to MUAP duration, is not a hemisphere but a sphere encompassing most if not all of the MUAP's muscle fibers in a manner similar to that of a monopolar needle. These findings have significant implications regarding presently used MUAP simulation techniques and require a reconceptualization of how the concentric needle electrode records electrical activity within a volume conductor.